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Company: Coop Danmark A/S

Location: Denmark

Category: life-physical-and-social-science

Rekvisitions-id: Kæde: Coop Trading Job Type: Fuldtid

Coop Trading is looking for a Quality Control Specialist

Coop Trading is a dynamic, responsible, and ambitious workplace with more than dedicated

professionals, hereof 9 in Valencia, Spain. Our purpose is to make everyday life better for

million Nordic consumers by leading Nordic private brands: Xtra, Coop, and Änglamark.

We represent Coop in Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and SOK in Finland, in our development

and innovation of products with attractive qualities and designs, while ensuring quality

control and negotiating common Nordic purchase agreements for food and daily non-food

products within our Nordic brands.

The Quality Control department is seeking a full-time Control Specialist to handle complaints

regarding non-conforming products and to conduct control activities internally and externally to

Coop Trading.

In the Quality Control department, we are 8 competent and dedicated colleagues with a

high team spirit, working closely together with our suppliers, with our Nordic partners, and

within other roles in the organization to ensure efficient work within product safety, quality

control, and sustainability in our supply chains.

Our purpose drives our entire organization. As a Control Specialist, you will also embody

this purpose and the Coop Trading personality of being an ambitious, responsible, and

passionate game-changer who challenges the status quo through knowledge and

collaboration.

Key responsibilities
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Handling of complaints and recall incidents with clear and constructive communication

internally and externally.

Conduction of control activities internally and externally, e.g., follow-up with root cause

analysis on errors or selection of products for analyses, evaluation of analytical results, ensuring

follow-up actions if needed, and documentation of the control.

Contribution to continuous improvement of our working guidelines to ensure clear guidance

and efficient work.

Your professional competencies

A bachelors or masters degree within in food, chemistry, or biology.

2-5 years of relevant experience with quality control or quality assurance, e.g., from the food

or pharma industry.

You have experience with quality management systems and HACCP principles and can

easily familiarize yourself with professional issues, regulations, analytical certificates, etc.

You are confident in familiarizing yourself with technical and legislation requirements and

standards.

You must be fluent in English written and orally whereas knowledge of one or more Nordic

languages is a bonus.

You are confident in use of IT systems.

Your working style:

You are consumer-oriented with a proactive and ambitious mindset with a desire to make

a difference.

You work with high attention to detail, in a structured and solution-oriented manner.

You collaborate well with many different roles in an organization.

You are good at organizing your time and maintaining an overview - also when plans

change.

You keep calm and think rationally when a decision and action is required with a short



deadline.

: Soonest possible

Location : Currently, our office is in Taastrup - however, we are exploring new locations

closer to Copenhagen.

Application deadline  : No later than December th, 3. Applications will be reviewed

continuously.

For further information, please contact QA-QC Manager, Anni Mikkelsen at phone number + .

At Coop Trading, we aim to create an inclusive and diverse environment, and we actively

search for qualified candidates regardless of gender, gender identity, sexual orientation,

ethnicity, religion, disability or age. You will be part of a diverse and inclusive company,

where we see diversity as a strength.

We want to create equal opportunities for everyone and ensure an efficient and fair recruitment

process. It is therefore up to you whether you wish to attach an application and a photo.

Coop Trading is a Nordic sourcing company that, on behalf of the Nordic Coops in Sweden,

Denmark, Norway and SOK in Finland, negotiates Nordic agreements and develops goods for

our private brand products. Our private brand products include food and non-food consumer

products in the brands Xtra, Coop, and Änglamark, and are sold to more than million

consumers in the Nordic countries.
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